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this is a very easy to use html5 web
based dictionary and thesaurus
browser. it is very similar to the

dictionary on your phone. it is easy
to use, has a clean interface and is
not bloated. mysdict is a web-based
dictionary and thesaurus developed
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specifically to integrate with your
pc/mac computer for easy search.
mysdict features include: multi-

language dictionary, translation to
more than 30 languages (english,
spanish, french, german, czech,

russian, italian, japanese,
vietnamese, simplified chinese,

traditional chinese, arabic, farsi etc.)
thesaurus with more than 500,000

entries offline mode capability
expert, quick & instant search with

autosuggest, in-context search of the
selected text this app can translate
arabic to urdu and urdu to arabic
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words and sentences. best app to get
easy and fast translation. this app

also supports text to speech or
talking translator feature and voice

translation function. this app contain
following features: arabic urdu

translation arabic urdu dictionary
arabic urdu keyboard arabic urdu

translator arabic urdu app arabic to
urdu translator app arabi.. this app is

very useful for all blog, online
magazine, forum, chat and other

similar projects. it has the capacity to
add videos, audio, images and text

to your blog. you can use this app for
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free. simply use: add text, images,
videos or audio to the posts add text,

images, videos or audio to the
comments add text, images, videos
or audio to the categories. for post
edit: copy/ cut, paste, change font

size, font color, add link etc. for
comment edit: copy/ cut, paste,

change font size, font color, add link
etc. for category edit: copy/ cut,

paste, change font size, font color,
add link etc. this app can translate
arabic to urdu and urdu to arabic

words and sentences. best app to get
easy and fast translation. this app
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